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IN a recent paper of Gell-Mann and Goldberger [ tJ 
it is suggested that the asymptotic behavior of the 
amplitude for the Compton effect on an electron 
for large s and finite u as derived from perturba
tion theory may be explained on the assumption 
that the electron is a Regge pole. In this note it 
is shown that the asymptotic behavior due to a 
fermion Regge pole with definite signature is in 
contradiction with perturbation theory. 

This result can be understood without calcula
tions. Suppose that the main contribution to the 
amplitude comes from the single pole with the 
biggest value of the angular momentum j and a 
definite signature. Then the amplitude is propor
tional to the expression 

A± = r (u) sl(u) (I ± e-i,l(u)] /sin 11:l(u), l . 1 
=]--z· ( 1) 

The ratio Im A/ReA is equal to tan ( "Trl/2) for a 
positive signature and to cot ( "Trl/2) for a negative 
signature. Let us expand the quantity l ( u) in a 
power series in the coupling constant a: l ( u) 
= 0 + al1 ( u) + . . . For a positive signature, if the 
expansion starts with terms of order a, Im A+ 
differs from ReA+ only by the factor 0'7rl 1/2 and 
does not vanish in this order. For a negative sig
nature Im A- > ReA- . 

Let us consider now perturbation theory. The 
second order amplitude contains terms of order 
a ln s relative to the main pole diagram so that 
the expansion, indeed, starts with a. In fact only 
one diagram contributes to the amplitude, the box 
diagram with the external photon lines permuted. 
The imaginary part of this diagram in the u chan
nel vanishes. In this manner we arrive at a con
tradiction. 

The reason for this contradiction is clear; if the 
signature is definite then one has symmetry (or 
anti symmetry) with respect to the substitution 
s- - s, which under our conditions corresponds 
to the substitution s - t: but the perturbation 

theory diagrams possess no symmetry with respect 
to s and t. On the contrary, in order to obtain the 
absence of symmetry that follows from perturba
tion theory it is necessary to postulate the exist
ence of a fermion Regge pole with negative signa
ture related in a definite manner to a pole with 
positive signature. 

In actual calculations it is necessary to take 
into account the existence, for negative u, of two 
complex conjugate poles with opposite parities. 
As a result the amplitude is defined not by Eq. (1) 
but by the following combinations: 

H = m(A +A), B = V- u(A -A); 

A differs from A by the replacement of the pole 
trajectory j ( u) and the residue r ( u) by their 
complex conjugate values. Comparing the expres
sions following from the Regge pole hypothesis [2] 

with perturbation theory [t] one can obtain a power 
series expansion in a for j ( u) and r ( u). In 
particular 

Rej =~-ex Uo (m2 - u) + ftul/2:rt, 

Im j = - rxm V=--iii tf2n. (2) 

Here I0 and I1 are integrals introduced in [t]. In 
perturbation theory the amplitude is real and 
therefore in fact one is comparing Re H and ReB. 
On the other hand the values of j ( u) and r ( u) ob
tained from Re H and ReB uniquely determine 
Im H and Im B, which turn out to be equal not to 
zero but to the following expressions: 

Im H = -a(m2 - u) (/0 - / 1)/4, 

lmB = - a(m2 - u)/0/4. (3) 

I am deeply grateful to V. N. Gribov for most 
useful clarifications, and also to the participants 
in the theory seminar of the Institute for Theoret
ical and Experimental Physics for discussions. 
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